SINGLE ESTATE SOURCE ONE VODKA
Source One Single Estate Vodka

A single-estate vodka distilled from 100% grains that were grown on our ranch in Minden, Nevada.

- Oats help produce an effortlessly smooth vodka with a silky mouthfeel.
- Source One’s water comes from the historic Well One, which is fed by the high Sierra snowmelt and dedicated to our distillery.
- Twice-distilled to perfection.
- Produced in small batches and distilled in copper pot stills.

Tasting Notes

The oat nuances come out in the nose as a rich, deeper expression of this vodka. The sweetness of the grain leads to complex, round flavors that finish with richness on the palate.

Process Notes

We ferment with a neutral yeast, distill once through 40 rectification trays on our American column still, and then again on our German pot still to achieve 95-96% alcohol by volume. Oats lend a body and mouthfeel that’s unmatched by any of the other grains we tested during R&D. Sweetness and viscosity come through from the grain, creating a classically bright, clean spirit.

750 ml; 40% ALC/VOL